
Ethnic Studies 

“Claim and Evidence Matching Game” 

Please do not write on these instructions or on the pieces of paper you will receive.   

 

You will be given a set of paper.  Some will be marked “CLAIM” and others will be marked “EVIDENCE.”  It will be your 

job, within your group, to choose pieces of evidence that support your claim.  DISCUSS with your group reasons why a 

piece of evidence supports one claim better than another.   

Yes, one piece of evidence can support more than one claim.  We are trying to determine the many ways you can use 

evidence, don’t worry if yours doesn’t look like your neighbors’.   

As an example, you will probably have sets that look something like this: 

 

 

 

 

Per the usual, these are class sets, so please be respectful of the instructions and the ‘game.’    
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CLAIM:  Some U.S. citizens feel that immigrants, 

particularly undocumented immigrants, are harmful to 

the United States.  

CLAIM:  The current immigration debate is complex and 

multi-faceted, but politicians are making strides to 

resolve the issue.    

CLAIM:  The U.S. should, and is, making it easier for 

undocumented immigrants to stay in the U.S.   

CLAIM:  People who are now adults, who were children 

when they were illegally brought into the country, should 

be able to have the chance to stay in the country they 

know as home.   

CLAIM:  Families, especially those of mixed legal status, 

should not be separated because it would do more harm 

than good.    

CLAIM:  Some U.S. citizens feel that immigrants, 

particularly undocumented immigrants, are harmful to 

the United States.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLAIM:  Some undocumented immigrants are fearful of 

their current situation.     

CLAIM:  Some U.S. citizens feel that immigrants, 

particularly undocumented immigrants, are harmful to 

the United States.  

CLAIM:  The U.S.  should not reward those people that 

came here illegally.   

CLAIM: DREAMERS are finding success in their 

movement and are hopeful for their futures.   

CLAIM: Because of the growing political strength of the 

Hispanic population, it is in both parties’ interest to 

resolve the immigration issue in a way each feels is best 

for the nation and to keep their Hispanic voters happy.   



EVIDENCE: An estimated 12 million illegal immigrants live in the United States, 

with about 7 million from Mexico. While there are illegal immigrants in every 

state, they are concentrated in California, Texas, Florida, New York, New Jersey, 

and Arizona.  (2) 

 

EVIDENCE: Broadly speaking, conservatives favor tightening border security, with 

some talking about deporting illegal immigrants. Liberals have generally been 

pushing for a path toward legalization for those here illegally, providing they pay 

fines, learn English, and wait their turn to be considered. This is the approach 

favored by President Barack Obama, who voiced strong opposition to Arizona's 

approach.  (2)  
 

 

EVIDENCE: But politics comes into play as both parties try to take into account 

the views of important constituencies. Hispanic voters, for example, are a growing 

force in big states like California, Florida, Texas, and New York that neither party 

wants to alienate; they'd like to see illegal immigrants given a chance to become 

legal, as would employers who rely on immigrants to take jobs they say Americans 

no longer want.  (2)  
 

 

 

EVIDENCE: Even before America's founding, Benjamin Franklin worried that 

German immigrants were taking over his state. "Why should Pennsylvania, 

founded by the English, become a colony of aliens, who shortly will be so 

numerous as to Germanize us instead of us Anglicizing them," Franklin wrote in 

1751.  (2)  
 

 

 

 
EVIDENCE: The 19th century brought very different immigrants, starting with the 

Irish and later Italians, both largely poor farmers and Catholic. Then came the 

Chinese, who arrived in large numbers on the West Coast during the Gold Rush 

and later helped build the railroads, and Jews fleeing pogroms in Russia and 

Eastern Europe.  (2)   
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EVIDENCE: But I would also ask that people try to understand my situation. As a 

child, I didn't have a say in my parents' decision to bring me to the U.S., and this 

country is now my home.  Without legal status, however, I'll be relegated to the 

margins and will never be a fully engaged member of American society.   (1)  

EVIDENCE: Before 1875, there were few restrictions on immigration to the U.S. 

America's continued westward expansion, the Industrial Revolution, and the 

abolition of slavery created an unending demand for labor to work on the nation's 

farms and in its factories and mines.  (2)   
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EVIDENCE: But the surge in Irish and Italian immigrants to a largely Protestant 

nation provoked a backlash. During the 1840s, the American Party, also known as 

the Know-Nothings, formed in opposition to immigration. Its members feared that 

immigrants would take away their jobs and that Catholics would take over the 

country.  (2)   

 (2)   
 

 

 

 



 

EVIDENCE: Even as a young girl, I understood why he chose to remain in the U.S. 

illegally, and why my mother wanted us to join him: In Mexico, my parents often 

had to choose between paying the rent and buying food. Like most immigrants, 

they came to the U.S. seeking a better life for their family.  (1)  

EVIDENCE: Goheen, a 20-year-old senior from Phoenix, blames illegal immigrants 

for Arizona's crime problem, which has gotten so bad, she says, that she's afraid to 
be out on city streets after dark.  That's why she supports Arizona's tough new 
immigration law, which gives local police broad power to arrest anyone they think 
may be in the country illegally, and makes it a crime for all noncitizens not to carry 
immigration papers. 

"I am more than thrilled about this law," she says. "I've read it more than 20 times. I 
have it printed out and take it with me almost everywhere." 

 

 

EVIDENCE: But to Gamboa, an 18-year-old freshman from Tucson whose parents 

are Mexican immigrants, the new law is simply a threat. Born in California, Gamboa is 
a U.S. citizen, and he says his parents are here legally. But that hasn't prevented scary 
run-ins with authorities, who he says recently tried to search his family's home in the 
middle of the night for no good reason. He fears the new law will only make things 
worse for Hispanics in Arizona. 

"It's a law based on racism," he says. "I know a lot of people who are afraid of going 
out in the street. They just take their children to school and go right home. They feel 
like their safety is threatened." 

 



EVIDENCE: If attempts to pass federal immigration reform fail, more states may 

follow Arizona's lead and take matters into their own hands. At least four states—

South Carolina, Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, and Minnesota—are already considering 

laws similar to Arizona's.  (2)   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EVIDENCE: Today, the U.S. is in the midst of its fourth great wave of immigration, 

following those in the 1850s, the 1880s, and the early 1900s. The current wave could 
turn out to be the biggest: The Pew Research Center projects that foreign-born 
Americans will exceed 15 percent of the population by 2025, breaking a century-old 
record of 14.8 percent in 1890.  (2)  

 

EVIDENCE: The debate over immigration today is largely about illegal immigration. 

But illegal immigration is often more complicated than it seems. For example, there 
are now thousands of "mixed" families in the U.S. in which the parents are in the U.S. 
illegally, but their children, born in the United States, are citizens. (2)   

 

 

 EVIDENCE: There are also thousands of people serving in the U.S. military who have 

spouses or close relatives who are illegal. Many say they're afraid their families will 

be deported while they're away fighting in Iraq or Afghanistan.  (2)   

 

 

 EVIDENCE: At the same time, in some immigrant-friendly parts of the country, 

exactly the opposite is happening: A number of cities—including San Francisco, New 

Haven, Conn., and Trenton, N.J.—are issuing official identification cards to illegal 

residents to make their lives easier.  (2)   

 

 

 



EVIDENCE: Beginning March 4, illegal immigrants who can demonstrate that time 

apart form an American spouse, child or parent would create “extreme hardship” can 

apply for a visa without leaving the United States.  Once approved, applicants would 

be required to leave briefly in order to return to their native country and pick up their 

visa.  (3)  
 

 

 EVIDENCE: The new executive order, which would allow illegal immigrants that 

qualify the chance to stay in the country while they apply for their visa, first proposed 

last April, is the latest move by the administration to use executive powers to revise 

immigration procedures without Congress passing a law.   (3)  
 

 

 EVIDENCE:  The new procedures (regarding visas) could reduce a family’ time apart 

to one week in some cases, officials said. “It’s going to be a better future for me,” said 

Analy Olivas, 21, of Claremont, who crossed the border illegally from Mexico with her 

family when she was 8 and eventually married a U.S. citizen.  She didn’t think she 

could bear to be separated from her 4-year-old son, Naythan, for an extended period, 

adding, “If I kept on going through the process, I was going to have to leave the 

country.  I wasn’t ready for it.”(3)  
 

 

 EVIDENCE:  Until now, officials said, many immigrants who might have sought legal 

status have not pursued a hardship waiver of strict U.S. immigration laws out of fear 

they would be rejected and stuck outside the country.  (3)  
 

 

 
EVIDENCE:  Those whose hardship waivers applications were denied in the past will 

be eligible to apply again under the new rule, officials said.  Family members who 

have been in deportation proceedings that were suspended will also qualify.  But 

someone who has been deported before, or is facing a final deportation order, is not 

eligible.  (3)  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



EVIDENCE:  Prior to the new executive order and rule of new “hardship waivers”, 

applicants often spent weeks in hiding while waiting for appointments with consular 

officials.  U.S. born spouses also had to travel out of the country to be interviewed to 

determine whether their marriages were valid.  The wait was too long for Luis Luna, 

who was born in Mexico but crossed illegally into Southern California last year to 

marry his U.S.-born high school sweetheart.  Luna’s stay in Juarez, Mexico lasted 

months and when his visa application was rejected he reentered the U.S. by falsely 

claiming American citizenship with a Washington state driver’s license.  (3)  
 

 

 
EVIDENCE:  Reacting to the Obama administration policy shift that will allow many 

here illegally to remain with their families while seeking legal status, Lisa Koop, a 

managing attorney with the Chicago-based National immigrant Justice Center said 

“We’re hopeful that all of this portends a bigger improvement to the immigration 

system…If you have this waiver approved and then go down and have your visa 

interview, unless something else arises at that visa interview, there is a pretty high 

likelihood that your case will go through pretty smoothly at that point.”   (4)  
 

 

 EVIDENCE:  The waivers, which will make it easier for immediate relatives of U.S. 

citizens to apply for permanent residency by allowing them to sign up for a 

“provisional unlawful presence waiver” while still in the U.S.  While they do not 

guarantee permanent residency status, but without one, illegal immigrants can be 

banned from the U.S. for 1- years or more.   (4)  
 

 

 
EVIDENCE:  The policy shift, which takes effect March 4, does away with a 

requirement that applicants return to their homeland to apply for the waiver.  The 

process can take as long as a year, forcing even those who eventually get a waiver to 

endure long separations from their families.  (4)   
 

 

 EVIDENCE:  Dreamers protests and pressure helped push President Obama to offer 

many of the reprieves from deportation.  So far about 310,000 youths have emerged 

from the shadows to apply, with numbers rising rapidly.  (5)  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



EVIDENCE: Latino leaders say they will target both Democrats and Republicans, but 

the GOP may be more likely to get the brunt of their efforts….they say they will speak 

to members who supported comprehensive immigration reform in the past, those 

who are from districts with a large number of Latinos and those who are new to 

Congress.  Their biggest hope, though, is that both parties can be pressured to finally 

agree on immigration reform.   (6)   
 

 

 



EVIDENCE:  A turning point for the movement was the lame-duck session of 

Congress in late 2010.  The Dream Act passed the House of Representatives but failed 

in the Senate.  More than 200 immigrants watched from the Senate gallery and after 

initial disappointment and tears, their attitude changed.  Many left feeling more 

determined.   In May 2012, Dreamer group leaders marshaled more than 90 

immigration law professors to sign a letter to the President specifying legal 

precedents he could evoke for a large-scale program deferring deportations.  On June 

15, President Obama announced the reprieve program, officially known as deferred 

action for childhood arrivals.  The 2-year deferrals provide no legal status.      (5)  

 

 

 EVIDENCE:  Eight Latino groups will soon begin a campaign to pressure politicians 

from both parties to pass comprehensive immigration reform that includes a pathway 

to citizenship, they announced.  And they’re confident they can succeed, given 

increased political interest after the 2012 election  “Immigration reform will happen,” 

Eliseo Medina, secretary-treasurer of the Service Employees International Union, said 

at a press conference Wednesday.  “Whether it will happen over the political 

bodies…of some of the current members of Congress, only they can decide.  They will 

come to vote for immigration reform.”  (6) 

EVIDENCE:  Dreamers protests and pressure helped push President Obama to offer 

many of the reprieves from deportation.  So far about 310,000 youths have emerged 

from the shadows to apply, with numbers rising rapidly.  (5)  
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

EVIDENCE:  Among Latino leaders’ plan, who hoping for immigration reform in 

Congress, is to keep scorecards for politicians, tracking their immigration votes and 

statements.  They promised to widely publicize the scores within the Latino 

community next time those lawmakers are up for reelection..  “It’s up to us to teach 

our community that now that they went to the ballot box, it’s okay to ask for 

something in return…if [politicians] are not with us, 2014 may not look to pretty for 

them.” (6)  

 

 

 



EVIDENCE:  After Latinos rewarded Mr. Obama with 71 percent of their votes, the 

president said one of the first items on his agenda next year would be a bill to legalize 

11 million illegal immigrants in the U.S., which would offer a path to citizenship for 

young people.  (5)   

 

 

 
EVIDENCE:  When Congress last debated broad immigration reform, in 2007, 

populist energy was on the side of those opposing amnesty for illegal immigrants.  

Angry resistance from Republicans defeated a legalization proposal by President 

George W. Bush.  The influence of the Dreamers, through negotiations, public 

“coming-out” events where youths declared their status, and escalating street 

protests have helped changed the political momentum. The are now seeking 

legislation to give them a permanent path to citizenship.  (5)   

 

 

 

EVIDENCE:  Even some adversaries acknowledge the youth movement’s successes.  

“They have framed their story in a very popular way, and they’ve leveraged that story 

very effectively,” said Roy S. Beck, executive director of NumberUSA, a leading group 

opposing amnesty.   (5)   

 

 

 
EVIDENCE:  Leaders of the California branch of the Dream network had a moment of 

truth when the publicly revealed their illegal status.  Ms. Praeli’s moment came 

before television camera at a news conference called at the last minute in New Haven 

in 2010, “I wasn’t prepared and I’m thinking, I haven’t even talked to my mom yet,” 

she said.  Improvising, she recounted her personal story and soon after felt relief, 

“Once you’re out in public,” she said, “there is no hiding, there is not fake narrative.  

The overwhelming feeling is, I don’t have to worry about being someone I’m not.”  (5)  

 

 

 

 


